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Image to text - Text scanner Mod APK 1.0.202 [Unlocked][Premium]
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Image to text - Text scanner Mod is a modified version of Image to text - Text scanner developed by Eclixtech.
The difference between mod version and original version is: Unlocked Premium... You can download latest mod version or original version of Image to text - Text scanner 1.0.202 with HappyMod.
HappyMod is the best mod downloader for 100% working mods. Click here to learn how to use HappyMod to download and install all kinds of file types:xapk, bapk, apks...



	App name	Image to text - Text scanner Mod APK 1.0.202 [Unlocked][Premium]
	Version	1.0.202
	Update on	2024-03-27
	Size	36.44 MB
	Mod info	Unlocked Premium
	Developer	Eclixtech
	Ringtone Downlaod	One Piece Ringtone
	Category	Productivity
	Get it on Google Play	Image to text - Text scanner
	Download original apk	Image to text - Text scanner (36.37 MB)
	Other Apps
from this developer	
Currency Converter Calculator Mod APK

Business Card Scanner & Reader Mod APK

Unit Converter and Calculator Mod APK

Image to text - Text scanner Mod APK



	
Download Links:
Image to text - Text scanner Mod APK 1.0.202 [Unlocked][Premium]

Fast Download (16.1 MB)
Use HappyMod App to get faster download!

Download APK (36.44 MB)
* All mod apks are uploaded by users. If there is any infrigement, please send contact us to remove it.
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The main advantages / modifications of Image to text - Text scanner Mod APK 1.0.202 [Unlocked][Premium]
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[bookmark: features]# Image to text - Text scanner Mod APK 1.0.202 [Unlocked][Premium] Features:


Online (optical character reorganization) OCR scanner facilitate the user to get the text from the image that holds any texts. The text scanner app indicate itself by its name that it is an online program. The online tool Image to text converter has been proven as the best program which allows users to take out the text from an image.
The free online picture to text program helps you recognizing the optical characters and let them transform into the designated characters. This photo to text converter has an ability identify any kind of text located on photo and make it easy to extract the text from an image. Now you can use the online image to text converter program with no hassle of typing.
Finally, the online picture to text scanner has been considered as the useful tool which empowers the users to upload any sort of photo that contains text. The most useful feature of this application program is that its functionality makes it possible to catch printed, typed or even handwritten text that locate on image, also enables user to download in pdf and text and make it able to share it through mobile.
How the process works?
If you are assigned to written information task situated on any photo or document to shift onto one platform, you may consider that you do not have enough time to type the text, this text grabber app will surely be beneficial for you to grab the text from an image eighter typed or handwritten form.
•        The OCR converter also works as picture text that first extract the text from the image and then it may be use later to analysis the text for further use.
•        Moreover, picture to text scanner with the help of this error free technology the OCR scanner benefits users to transform an accurate text existing on picture or printed document. 
•        In seldom cases it may be possible that a copy of scanned document probably not clear enough to recognize all the characters, mainly when the piece of document is old or of low quality, it would be then hard for the application to scan the accurate data.
•        Besides its excellence, the handwriting to text application makes the entire online conversion process done within no time. Text images including handwritten, receipt, credit/debit card, and photoshop text with clearly visible characters recognized by the OCR scanner rapidly.
•        All you require is to install the app in your device and grab the document or photo that you want to recognized by using the OCR in order to transform into text. 
•        Furthermore, in case the device is running out of internet, this write to text software enables users to utilize the app offline. Just scan the text and use it for later use.
•        Since it requires much time to write a newspaper magazine or article, OCR scanner app works best to extract the huge amount of text characters swiftly. Thus, the OCR scanner has become a source of ease for the users.
•        In this contemporary world everything is going digital, image to text converter facilities you to digitize the text from all sort of paper and printed documents such as business cards, receipts, notes, letters, or even certificates just with the help of a smart digital mobile device's camera.

•        Image to text converter do not specify the users until mobile phone, it similarly works well on other smart devices such a tablet.
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// Option A //

To download Image to text - Text scanner mod from HappyMod.com.

You need enable the option "Unknown Sources".

1. Click on the above link to download Image to text - Text scanner mod APK.

2. Save the file in your device Downloads folder.

3. Now tap on Install and wait for the installation to finish.

4. Once it is done, open the game and start playing it right away.


// Option B //


To download Image to text - Text scanner from HappyMod APP, you can follow this:

1. Open your browser and download the HappyMod APK file from HappyMod.com - the only official website of HappyMod.

2. Open Android Settings and go into Privacy or Security.

3. Tap the option to Allow Unknown Sources and enable it.

4. Go to your Android downloads and tap the APK file.

5. Follow the directions on the screen to install it.

6. Search Image to text - Text scanner in HappyMod App.
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// Download Information //

	Size	36.4MB
	Version	1.0.202
	Version Code	202
	Lang	af
am
ar
as
az
be
bg
bn
bs
ca
cs
da
de
el
en-AU
en-CA
en-GB
en-IN
en-XC
es
es-419
es-GT
es-US
et
eu
fa
fi
fr
fr-CA
gl
gu
he
hi
hr
hu
hy
id
in
is
it
iw
ja
ka
kk
km
kn
ko
ku
ky
lo
lt
lv
mk
ml
mn
mr
ms
my
nb
ne
nl
no
or
pa
pl
pt
pt-BR
pt-PT
ro
ru
ru-RU
si
sk
sl
sq
sr
sr-Latn
sv
sw
ta
te
th
tl
tr
uk
ur
uz
vi
zh
zh-CN
zh-HK
zh-TW
zu
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// Operation Systems //

	Permission	INTERNET
CAMERA
READ_MEDIA_IMAGES
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE' maxSdkVersion='32
WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE' maxSdkVersion='32
AD_ID
FOREGROUND_SERVICE
ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
POST_NOTIFICATIONS
WAKE_LOCK
RECEIVE
BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE
ACCESS_ADSERVICES_AD_ID
ACCESS_ADSERVICES_ATTRIBUTION
ACCESS_ADSERVICES_TOPICS
DYNAMIC_RECEIVER_NOT_EXPORTED_PERMISSION
BILLING

	Permission Text	
OTHER:

OTHER:

Allows applications to open network sockets.

Allows applications to access information about networks.

Allows using PowerManager WakeLocks to keep processor from sleeping or screen from dimming.


CAMERA:

Required to be able to access the camera device.




	Min Sdk	21
	Min Sdk Txt	Android 5.0 (LOLLIPOP)
	Target Sdk	33
	Target Sdk Txt	33
	Multi Window	No
	Supports Screens	small, normal, large, xlarge
	CPU	arm64-v8a armeabi-v7a x86 x86_64
	Open GL Int	0
	Supports Any Density	Yes
	Densities	120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534



// User Features //

	Uses Feature	
 Touchscreen hardware features:

The app uses the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) telephony radio system.




	Uses Feature	
 Touchscreen hardware features:

The app uses the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) telephony radio system.




	Uses Feature	
 The app uses the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) telephony radio system.#:









// Signature //

	Md5	579D68614FFB4EB1E7F8F6AD0DDBBF76
	Signature	A7B3774480C00C2064EA19F159906241F9F9D225
	Sha256	AB9E09A265FEBB9CD0AD883E0F2E56D098665237F0B26B6B6C0912CB4A5889A0
	Valid From	Fri Apr 26 05:42:17 CEST 2019 until: Sun Apr 18 05:42:17 CEST 2049
	Serial Number	2a9d19b2



// Developer //
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Download HappyMod to join real time talk with millions of users.

	User reviews
	User requests




Write a review for Image to text - Text scanner Mod APK

Rate it:


Average rating out of 34





Submit a review



User reviews (34)









Request a latest version of Image to text - Text scanner Mod

If this mod doesn't work, you can send a request to HappyMod community. Users will upload a new mod if they've one.

Send a request



Latest requests related to Image to text - Text scanner
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Download Apk
Image to text - Text scanner Mod apk ~ download faster with HappyMod.






Other Versions

Found (3) versions of Image to text - Text scanner Mod
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Image to text - Text scanner Mod Apk 1.0.202 [Unlocked][Premium]
Unlocked Premium
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Image to text - Text scanner Mod Apk 1.0.201 [Unlocked][Premium]
Unlocked Premium
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Image to text - Text scanner Mod Apk 1.0.196 [Unlocked][Premium][Full][AOSP compatible]
Mod Info:
◉ Premium Features Unlocked
◉ AOSP Compatible / No Google
◉ CPUs arch: Universal
◉ Full Multi Languages
◉ All debug Info Removed
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People who download Image to text - Text scanner Mod also like...
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Etiket Tofask Mod Apk 2.4.4 [Unlimited money]
Enter the game and get a lot of currency
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Ghost Survivors : Pixel Hunt Mod Apk 43 [Remove ads][Unlimited money][Free purchase][God Mode][High Damage][Invincible]
>Damage Multiplier
>Defense Multiplier
>EXP Multiplier
>Stop Leveling
>God Mode
>Always Critical Hit
>No Ads Buy Energy
>Unlimited Buy Energy
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Somnium Eleven: Dating Sim RPG Mod Apk 1.1.18 [Unlimited money][Mod Menu]
Menu/Unlimited Money
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Slime War: Idle Hero Mod Apk 0.0.3 [Unlimited money][Mod Menu][Mod speed]
MOD MENU
✶ Currency Never Decrease
✶ Game Speed Multiplier (Turn off at the tutorial)
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Galaxy Swirl: Hexa Endless Run Mod Apk 1.5 [Unlimited money][Free purchase]
Mod InfoFree purchases for real money (for this feature to work, you need the Inteet and authorization in Google services).
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Battle Derby Mod Apk 1.0.5 [Free purchase]
Mod InfoYou can get free stuff without watching ads.
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Ball Dodge: Blade Master Mod Apk 0.1.82 
Monetary use arbitrarily
Saying can avoid advertising
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Sonic Mania Plus - NETFLIX Mod Apk 1.3.4 
No longer requires Netflix Account.
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Paper Trail NETFLIX Mod Apk 3715 [Free purchase]
Free Netflix login





	
Wytchwood Mod Apk 1.0 [Paid for free][Free purchase]
Paid to free
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Languages


English
Español
Pусский
Português
 العربية
Indonesia
Italiano
Türkiye







Top Mods


ASMR Slicing Mod Apk 2.0.0.9 [Mod speed]
The Lonely Hacker Mod Apk 23.0 [Unlimited money]
Little Hero: Survival.io Mod Apk 1.074 [Unlimited money][Free purchase][Unlocked][Mod Menu][God Mode]
Lowriders Comeback 2: Cruising Mod Apk 3.3.4 [Unlimited money][Unlimited]
PanzerWar-Complete Mod Apk 2024.2.18.6 [Full]
God Simulator. Religion Inc. Mod Apk 1.3.5.15 [Paid for free][Free purchase][Premium][Mod Menu]
Weed Firm 2: Bud Farm Tycoon Mod Apk 3.2.18 [Unlimited money]
Indian Train Simulator Mod Apk 2024.2.3 [Unlimited money]






Latest Mods


3DDrivingGame 4.0 Mod Apk 4.83 [Unlimited money]
The Amazing Spider-Man Mod Apk 1.2.3 
Earn to Die Rogue Mod Apk 0.15.76 [Unlimited money]
House Clean Up 3D- Decor Games Mod Apk 1.8.0 [Unlimited money]
X Survive: Open World Sandbox Mod Apk 1.0795 [Unlimited money]
Lemon Box - Brawl Simulator Mod Apk 6.4.6.1 [Unlimited money]
Assassin Sniper Mission Mod Apk 1.1.1 
Cube Wars Battle Survival Mod Apk 1.77 [Remove ads][God Mode][Weak enemy][Invincible]






Popular Mods


Idle Supermarket Tycoon－Shop Mod Apk 3.2.3 [Unlimited money]
Moto Wheelie 3D Mod Apk 0.19 [Remove ads][Mod speed]
Vita Fighters Mod Apk 954 [God Mode][Weak enemy]
Indian Vehicles Simulator 3d Mod Apk 0.29 [Remove ads][Free purchase][No Ads]
Gang Boxing Arena Mod Apk 1.2.8.18 [Unlimited money]
Ninja Samurai Assassin Hunter Mod Apk 3.6 [Remove ads][Unlimited money][Free purchase]
CSR Racing Mod Apk 5.1.3 [Unlimited money]
Carros Socados Brasil Mod Apk 4.1 [Remove ads]
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